Congratulations, Schulich Class of 2014!

As we move to the next phase of our lives and careers, it is time to think about the legacy we would all like to leave behind here at Schulich. Giving back is a proud Schulich tradition and past graduating classes have conducted successful class campaigns in support of the School.

So, join us as we “pay it forward” for Schulich and leave our mark in a lasting way to benefit future classes.

**Leave a Legacy.**

**Contribute to the Graduating Class Gift 2014 today!**

To make a contribution, visit www.schulichclassgift.ca.

In appreciation of your participation, you will receive a black, leather-bound, Schulich-branded journal.

In the Schulich spirit, let’s come together and make this the best Graduating Class Gift ever!

We bring you the Schulich 2014 Class Gift (MBA, IMBA, MF, MSc, MBA/JD, MAcc).

Your donation to the 2014 Schulich Graduating Class Gift will be directed towards the following initiative:

**SCHULICH ESPRESSO BAR & LOUNGE FUND**

Contributions to this initiative will support the purchase of a self serve espresso machine which will be part of a larger project being initiated by Schulich to renovate the space on the 2nd floor, known as McDuff’s Café. As can be seen by the rendering to the right, this space will allow students to collaborate with their peers or simply sit and catch up on readings. A permanent plaque will be installed on the wall of the Espresso Bar commemorating our class gift and support of the project.

**OR**

**SUPPORT THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID FUND**

As an alternative to the Espresso Bar & Lounge Fund giving option, you can also choose to support the Student Financial Aid Fund at Schulich, which provides bursary funding to students with financial need.

There is no minimum amount to donate; any contribution you can make will help us leave a legacy. Through a Class Gift, we can commemorate our Schulich experience and graduation, and create a new and enduring legacy for our class, and for graduates to come.
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